The following games can be adapted for non-verbal play:

**Guess Who?**
(there are many different versions like Disney princess and so on)
Make index cards with pre-written characteristics or photos of characteristics (black hair, moustache, hat, etc.)-that is how SM kids can “ask” the questions.

**Bingo**
Let them use a signal if they get bingo.

**Wiz Kidz (Discovery Toys)**
Have kids write, draw or whisper the answers.

**Hangman**

**Bag Ball (Fundex Games)**
Keep score on a chalkboard, dry erase board or piece of paper


**Battleship**
Use number/letter squares to ask questions or write guesses.

**For class parties or birthday parties—**
Musical chairs, Bingo, Simon Says (with adult or kid Simon), Doggie, Doggie, Where’s Your Bone? “Relay races”, Ex: unwrap chocolate kiss or mini candy bar with oven mitts, pass it along until each team member takes a turn,